How to win the war on drugs.

Drugs are big business. They are expensive but not as expensive as prescription
drugs.
How people get hooked on drugs:
*)Prescription meds.
*)Trauma.
*)Social pressure. (Party).
*)Suckered in. (for example pot mixed with crack)

Suggested solution : Governments control of the entire supply chain of
narcotics.
This involves a few important key points:
Control of manufacturing and distribution of drugs. The US already can control
areas in the world that are capable of producing the drugs that tear up its
nation.
Licensed dealership. Not directly taking the dealer away because a lot of
people want to buy and use drugs in full anonymity, Taking dealers away will
also result in bloodshed on the streets.
Selling in restricted areas. If you ever want a good fruit basket out of one that
is rotten you segregate the rotten fruit from the good fruit otherwise the good
fruit gets contaminated to.

Benefits:
*)The junk gets (if required for the heavy drugs) off the streets. Safer inner
cities.
*)Controlled amount of drugs. licensed dealers can only sell a vast amount.
Beyond that they can lose their license.
*)Controlled areas for safe drug use. Far less risk of overdosed people or
diseases in addicts.
*)Reduction in addicts. Governments are not involved in expanding their
cliental like the current drug dealers are doing. And they should not if they
want to win the war on drugs.
*)Potential for educational porpoises. (school trips to user areas)
*)Monetary gain by governments. The government needs to be paid in the
future.
*)Potential to outcompete the criminal. This will result in huge reduction of
drugs trafficking. Big fines and a dealer as the government you cannot compete
with, will reduce drug smuggle to ``rich`` nations.
Potential risks:
*)Risk of corruption within the government. If lots of cash is involved you can
lose track of what individuals within the government are doing.
*) Religious backlash.
It is within a lot of religions bad to cause harm to other beings. I fully agree
with this perception however this is a choosing between two evils. Religion has
granted far too much money to illegal dealers who made enormous amounts of
money because of the illegality there is in drug selling. Religious backlash can
affect political structures and thereby the outcome of elections. Best to truly
start a war on drugs after election time and with a very good story behind it.
Regards,
Ivo van der Rijt.

